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TENURE  REPORT FINDS FAVOUR
The Sonat® Standing Committoo on Educatlon and the Arts last wo®k r®l®ased its roporl on tenure in Australian

unlvorsitios and coll®g®s Of adva.nc®d education. Its ®ndor®®ment Of the concept Of tenure has met with g®n®rally
favourable comment in university circles

The   Vice-Chancellor,   Professor   Martin,   said   the
report   was   of   very   great   importance   to   tertiary
institutions,   and  its  support  of  a  number  of  vital,
traditional    principles    was    welcome-particularly
coming from a group outside the universities.

"The   committee   has   explored   a   wide   range   of

topics-many  not  necessarily  directly  Concerned  with
tenure-and   has   maae   a   number   of   interesting
recommendations.

` `Most will find ready acceptance, but others will call

for careful scrutiny,  particularly those concerned with
questions  of the termination  of appointment  on  such
grounds as `financial exigency'.

"We    shall    have    to    examine    closely,    too,

recoinmendations   relating   to   such.   matters   as   the
appointment of tutorial staff, measures to assist women
and superannuation.

"The procedures recommended for periodic reviews

of    academic    performance    are    of    particular
significance, " Professor Martin said.

In the preamble to its recommendations the Standing
Committee   says   that  the   advantages   of  tenure  are
substantial and on balance outweigh the disadvantages.
Tenure,  it  says,  provides  the  security  of  employment
which  allows  the  freedom  of  inquiry  so  essential  to
academic work, and enhances an institution's ability to
attract highly qualified staff.
The following is a summary of the Senate Committee's
principal recommendations:

*Universities should ensure that tenure is granted only after

exacting  and  sound  appointment  and  probation  procedures
have been fully met.

•Tenure  should  never  be,  or  be  seen  to  be,  a  protection
against incompetence or inefficiency. The granting of tenure
should  be  conditional  upon  tenured  academies  individually
participating in annual consultations and periodic reviews of
their work.

•Termination    of   appointment    on    the    grounds    of
inefficiency,    negligence,    inadequate    performance    or
incompetence  should  proceed  on  the  basis  of  appropriate,
clearly  defined  review  and  dismissal  procedures,  with  due
process for appeal.
Termination of apt)ointment

On   the   matter   of   termination   of   appointment,    the
committee  says  that  institutions  should  have  clear  statutory
powers to terminate appointment on the following grounds:

(a)   Serious   misconduct   or   serious   misbehaviour   which
demonstrably  puts  in  jeopardy  the   capacity  of  the   staff
member to perform adequately the duties of an academic.

(b) Serious incapacity to perform academic duties by reason
of physical or mental illness.

(c)    Serious   inefficiency,    negngence,    incompetence,    or
seriously inadequate performance of academic duties.

(d) Financial exigency.
The committee spells out the priorities to be observed and

the   compensation   arrangements   to   be   followed   where   a
university dismisses an academic  "for reasons of institution-
wide financial exigency".
Exl:ent of tenure

The   committee   says   that   the   proportion   of   tenured
academics at the level of lecturer and above should not exceed
90 per cent of the total full-time equivalent number of lecturers
and above.

Tenure should not be granted to tutorial staff "unless this
would   be   overwhelmingly   in   the   best   interests   of   the
institution".
Reviews of academic pert ormance

The committee recommends that universities should ensure
that the heads of au departments/schools/faculties provide for
a  system  of  `annual  consultations',  involving  all  academic
staff.

Arising  from  the  annual  consultation,  the  departmental
head should prepare a succinct report, a copy of which should
be given to each academic, who would then be able to respond
to any unfavourable comments.

In    addition,    academies    should    participate    in    more
comprehensive  reviews  of  their  work,  no  more  than  seven
years    apart.    There    should    also    be    provision    for    an
extraordinary review of an academic's performance if the head
of  department   concerned   successfully   petitions   the   Vice-
Chancellor, or if the Vice-Chancellor decides there is a need to
consider serious inadequacies in an academic's performance.

Recommendation 18 of the committee's report reads in full:
``When a committee of review concludes that an academic

has serious weaknesses in teaching, research or other academic
duties,  then  the  report  of  the  committee's  findings  should
recommend   that   the   academic   be   required   to   undertake
satisfactorily an available course of staff development, or take
other  remedial  action  pending  the  reconvening  of the  same
committee of review up to 12 months later.  When a committee
of review concludes that an academic has been persistently or
seriously  inadequate  in  the  performance  of academic  duties
then  the  report  of  the  committee  should  recommend  that
action be taken to terminate that academic's appointment."
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RIght of appeal
The  report  goes  on  to  recommend  that  each  university

should    establish    a    Board    of    Appeal,    the    principal
responsibilities  of  which  should  be  to  safeguard  academic
freedom and to ensure due process in the consideration of the
dismissal of an academic.

It recommends, too, that student options, based on properly
conducted surveys, should be appropriately taken into account
by  heads  of  departments  and  committees  of  review  when
assessing the teaching performance of academies.

The report makes a number of recommendations relating to
external reviews of departments or faculties, the conditions of
appointment   of   tutorial   staff,   the   greater   use   of  joint
appointments,  exchange  schemes  and  staff-sharing,  tenured
fractional appointments, and early retirement schemes.

It makes positive recommendations aimed at improving the
disproportionately  low  representation  of women  in  tenured
appointments.

These include:

(a)  the  appointment  of  women  (as  well  as  men)  to  the
significant   decision-making   bodies   in   the   institution,   and
committees concerned with the careers of academies;

(b)  the  giving  of  preference  to  a  woman  applicant  when
choosing between equally qualified applicants for an academic
position;

(c)   provision   of   adequate   arrangements   for   refresher
courses, and access to libraries, seminars etc. for those women
academies who resign at some stage of their career because of
faniily responsibilities; and

(d)   provision   of  adequate   child   care   facilities   at   each
institution.

(A copy of the full set of recommendations-39 in all-is
available for perusal in the Information Office. Also available
for perusal are copies of the statements tabled in parliament by
the   Minister   for   Education,   Senator   Baume,   relating   to
Volume 3 of the CTEC Report for the 1982-84 Triennium, the
Ralph Report on Management Education, and the Report of
the Commonwealth Schools Commission,)

PB ELECTIONS

Nominations have been called for the election to the
Professorial   Board   of   one   member   of   the   non-
professorial  teaching  staff in  each  of the  faculties  of
Arts,    Economics    &    Politics,    Education    and
Engineering.

These should be lodged with the Returning Officer,
Mr.   J.   D.   Butchart,   no   later   than   12   noon   on
Wednesday, October 6.  1982.

If there are more nominations than vacancies, a ballot
will   be   held   on   Wednesday,   November   3.       The
successful candidates will hold  office  for two years to
November 30,  1984.

Nomination  forms  and  further information may be
obtained from the Returning Officer.

SAMU MEETING 0N TUTORS
The Staff Association of Monash University will hold

a meeting of Monash tutoring staff in R2 at I.10 P.in.
on Wednesday, September 29.

The   meeting   will   discuss   the   report   "Survey   of
Tutors'    Conditions   at   Monash   University,    1982"
released recently by SAMU.  The report summarises the
experiences  of 301  tutors  as  given in their replies  to  a
questionnaire.    Further  information  can  be  obtained
from the SAMU Executive Secretary, Mrs P. Corby, ext
2185.

OFFICE EQUIPMENT FOR SALE
A  number  of  manual  and  electric  typewriters  (not

golfball),  record  players,  turntables,  Honeywell  card
sorter,   controlled   reader,   tachistoscope,   duplicator,
Wang   keyboards   and   card   readers,   thermofilming
machine,  and  stencil  copier  are  available  for  sale  by
tender.

For inspection ring Mr E.  Headland ext.  3076.
Tenders   marked   "Office   Equipment"   should   be

addressed to the Comptroller and placed in the official
tender   box,   Buildings   Branch,   University   Offices.
Closing date, October 8,  1982.

DONALD COCHRANE PORTRAIT
The    faculty    of    Economics    and    Polictics    has

commissioned a portrait in oils by Clifton Pugh of its
founding Dean,  Professor Don Cochrane,  who retired
at the end of 1981  through ill-health.   The portrait will
hang in the ECOPS Library,  which has been renamed
the Donald Cochrane Library.

Council has approved a limited appeal to help meet
the cost of the commission, and the faculty now invites
contributions  from  other  members  of  the  University
who have been associated with Professor Cochrane.

The Acting Dean, Professor Richard Snape, says that
cheques should be made payable to Monash University
and  should be  accompanied by an indication that the
donation   is   for   the   Donald   Cochrane   portrait.
Donations   in   excess   of   $2   are   tax   deductible.
Contributions  may  be  sent  to  the  Dean's  office,  or
direct to the Comptroller.

ARE YOU AN AMBULANCE SUBSCRIBER ?
Staff members who have not authorised Ambulance subscriptions

to be deducted from their pay and who wish to do so should contact
Salaries branch on ext.  2034.

Subscriptions are deducted from the October payroll. The new rates
are $20 for a family unit or S14 for a single person. This covers use of
an ambulance (including air ambulance) anywhere in Australia.

The   full   cost  of  such   services  is  not  recoverable  from  health
insurance funds. On the other hand, some funds will refund part or all
of ambulance subscribers'  fees.

The   Ambulance   Service   is   a   non-profit   organisation   relying
substantially on subscriptions to stay in existence.

POSITIONS VACANT
New positions available, not previously listed in Sound:

ACADEMIC
ARTS

Visual Arts - Continuing Lecturers (2 positions)
MEDICINE

Pharmacology - Tutor/Senior Tutor
GENERAL

CENTRAL SERVICES
Telephonist ®art tine)

MEDICINE
Pathology & Immunology - Electronics/Computer Engineer

SCIENCE
Computer Science - Technical Officer A

SPORTS & RECREATION
Coach - Monash University Soccer Club

Copies of relevant advertisements can be sighted on application to
Room  101, First Floor,  University Offices Annexe.

Telephone inquiries about academic positions should be directed to
extension 2047,  clerical positions  to 2038,  and technical positions to
2055.

All applications must carry a job reference number obtainable from
Staff Branch.
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